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The Importance of Geography



Basic Components of Geographic 
Information

• Space - a coordinate reference frame

• Time - a temporal reference frame

• Attributes – characteristics of information 
in the reference frame



Why is GIS unique?

•What is here . . . Identification

•Where is . . . Location

•What has changed since . . . Trends

•What relationships exist between . . . Patterns

•What is the best route between . . . Optimal path

•What if . . . Model

Can combine spatial and non-spatial data from different datasets in a 
spatial analysis operation in order to answer questions such as:



What are Geographical Data Files?

• Files that contain the coordinates 
describing the geographic features

• Examples:
– Streets and roads

– Legal, statistical and administrative area boundaries
• City limits

• Census tracts

• Health districts

– Rivers, lakes, and flood zones

– Locations of toxic release sites



What are Statistical Data Files?

• Files that contain statistical data

• Examples:
– Census population and housing data files

– Patient files

– Soil data

– Animal sighting

– Cancer registry

– Police records

– School records (assignments, attendance)



Geocode
• Any alphanumeric or numeric-only value that 

will uniquely identify one and only one 
geographical entity within the set of all similar 
entities

• Examples:
– Mailing address

– First and second level administrative areas with their name or number

– Census statistical area numbers, e.g., census tract codes, block groups

– Health district number

– Watershed ID



A GIS Works on Geocoded Data

Statistical Data

Geographical Data Maps, tables,

reports

GIS
Geocodes



Linking Geographical and 
Statistical Data Files 

Health Area 25,  $15,132, M, 27

Health Area 27, $17,322, F, 25

Health Area 30, $27,417, M, 24

Health Area 25, 45.1, 18.3, 45.6, 18.3, 45.6, 19.7, 45.1, 18.3

Health Area 26, 53.2, 23.3, 53.7, 23.3, 53.3, 24.8, 53.2,24.8

Health Area 27, 16.7, . . .
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Geography adds value

• Helps to understand the story the data we 
collect tells

• Generates innumerable hypotheses
• Reveals patterns, relationships and trends 

not obvious in a statistical table
• Provides bounds and simplifies complex 

and dense information



Geography Provides the Framework 

• Respondents are 
associated with a location

• A Location is an address
or a location description

Collecting data from households and business 

establishments and assigning to the correct Location

237



Geography provides context

312,458,917

6,687,961

717,148

184,866

12,855

Persons , United States

Persons , Cairo, Egypt

Employees in construction ,Turkey

Cost of average house in Belguim in 
euros (first semester 2011)

Total dwelling units approved in 
August 2011, Austrailia



Geographical knowledge is critical
• Geography can impact 

data collection operations
• Remote Alaska:  

landscape, weather 
conditions, and timing of 
the spring thaw affect data 
collection

• Red River flooding:  
timing, pattern, and extent 
of spring flooding can affect 
data collection



Issues Using Statistical Data

• Vintage
• Geographic construct
• Definitions
• Disclosure avoidance



Geography and Vintage

• Different vintages of boundaries for the 
same level of geography

• Different sets of geographic entities to 
present data

• Different reference dates for data
• Differences in the lowest level of 

geography for which data are available



Boundaries change over time

• New areas (incorporations, delineated 
areas)

• Areas merge into new entities
• Areas cease to exist (disincorporations)



Change in definition affects 
integration

• Storing data
• Processing data 
• Displaying data
• Documenting data



Geography should always be 
considered

• Administrative planning
• Data collection
• Data tabulation
• Data dissemination





Dissemination Challenges

• How to present the right data with the right 
context to meet users needs

• How to ensure that the most recent and 
most correct data are used and displayed



Presentation and analysis of data
• Maps help to:

• Relate statistical data to the geographic areas 
to which they apply

• Present data in a way that can be readily 
understood 

• Difficult to see population distribution, 
relationships, and patterns in a table 

• Increase use of data by the public 

• Effective distribution and widespread use of data 
will increase support for future work



Statistical DataStatistical Data Spatial DataSpatial Data



So what makes a good statistical 
map?

• A good map …
– must be true to the data it presents – it must 

present the statistics in a valid way
– should be easy to use and understand

– should give the reader an overview of  the 
information

– should be pleasing to look at and add value to 
the presentation of the data



Maps are symbolic abstractions--
"generalizations" or "representations"--of 

reality



Maps can help analyze locational distributions 
and spatial patterns 



Maps can be used as a method of presenting 
information and communicating findings





Statistical data can be overwhelming



TheDataWeb Framework

Reflects partnerships and collaborations linking separate data systems for common analysis













“In a world so shrunken in distance and time that you can 
almost instantly communicate with any other city on 
any other continent, and in which you can fly to 
virtually its remotest corner in a matter of hours, a 
knowledge of differing peoples and places can no 
longer be considered the luxury of a few but is, 
instead, a necessity of every individual. Our 
interdependence is now so complete that business 
decisions taken in Tokyo or Singapore have 
repercussions in Copenhagen and Peoria. Just to stay 
abreast of world events, much less to function 
effectively as informed global citizens, requires that we 
learn not only where these events are occurring, but 
also why they are taking place and how they will 
impact on our lives. Such considerations are the very 
essence of geography.”
– Michael Peterson


